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the facts relating to import liberalisation t the design of long-term policy changes and The paper concludes with an
overview of the overall macro-economic.

Furthermore, the limited technological transference was also due to the fact that domestic capital goods were
produced by multinational branches that produced machinery and equipment, hence foreign enterprises were
simultaneously producers and importers. The next section will discuss the main ECLAC ideas regarding
industrialization, followed by a critical analysis of protectionist policies, and, finally, the main conclusions of
this paper. Our hypotheses are, first, that protectionist policies in new industrial activities are essential to
developing an industrial sector which, in turn, is crucial to attaining economic development Edwards, ;
second, that during the LA industrialization process, protectionism was homogenous in all manufacturing
sectors and equally benefited domestic producers and multinationals; and finally, that technological innovation
did not induce internal market deepness and more importantly, dynamic sectors did not internalize their
technological innovations. The Economics Web Institute devise, adapt, and implement policies worldwide.
This situation worsened during the neoliberal period, since high-tech manufacturing exports increased and
consequently, so did imports with high technological contents. It was thought that import substitution in
manufactures would be synonymous with industrialization, which in turn was seen as the key to deve-
lopment. Unemployment and low wages continued to be the unresolved issues, which drastically deteriorated
in the neoliberal years see Levy, , and Ross, , on Mexico. Finally, despite export growth rates and higher
export coefficient rates, the external trade deficit remained, and was especially large in Mexico see Table 1.
Manufactured exports increased drastically, up 10 points in Argentina and Brazil during the period, while in
Mexico, this change took place earlier see Table 3. The main problems of protectionist policies were: first,
their generalization, including all manufactured goods for which there was internal demand, and thus
protectionist policies were used to produce high-tech final goods. To the contrary, it was a spontaneous
response to US dominance in LA. There was a similar trend in Brazil, although not as extreme, with export
participation by primary products cut in half in relation to total exports. If not, policies in broad sense are
needed, based on stakeholder consensus and mobilisation, characterised by innovativeness, adequacy to
empirical reality, feedback-proness. Wallace relates that after the mids, import permits and tariffs under
Treasury Ministry control could be requested by almost anyone individuals or businesses, public offices and
decentralized public institutions and were reviewed by consultant committees organized around the SIC
Standard Industrial Classification. Consequently, the external dependence of these final goods increased even
more due to their higher import content intermediate and capital goods , since backward linkages were not
accomplished. The decision to grant protection was made on the basis of whether the goods to be protected
were produced in the country, and on other information such as delivery dates and quality conditions. From
the above discussion we can argue that LA did not attain technological independence or achieve homogenous
productive sectors since the region's dynamic sectors did not develop close links with indigenous sectors,
which remain highly underdeveloped. Second, this was a result of policy imitation Amsden, , Table 7. In the
neoliberal period, investment spending was drastically affected, diminishing investment coefficient levels,
which in some countries were below export participation in the GDP. Technological promotion is highly
important in any industrialization process, and more importantly, countries need to specialize in sectors
different from those dominating industrial or western hemisphere economies, to avoid market fractioning.
E-mail: levy servidor. In other words LA specialized in the production of final consumption goods in the
metal-mechanic sector that require high import levels with high technology. Multinationals and domestic
enterprises were equally eligible under protectionist policies, and imports were supposed to be composed of
intermediate and capital goods, mainly demanded by multinationals and public enterprises. The demise of the
Bretton Woods system and the LA external debt crisis modified the production mode which, as in the PEM,
switched to the external sector, with a range of different exports again becoming the engine of economic
growth. Furthermore, in contrast to Korea, there was no national social-political agreement to construct an
industrialization process or an endogenous domestic core of enterprises that would lead the industrialization
process. This unequal production structure causes the developed dynamic sector, usually under foreign
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domination, to maintain weak relations with the local economy internal sectors and strong links with matrix
houses i. Fajnzylber , p. Another important argument that explains the relative low technical complexity of
capital goods produced in LA countries was that industrialization policies stressed the importance of
increasing the volume of investment in relation to production, which required low investment costs.
Agriculture was extremely important in the process of industrialization since it was to provide cheap food and
constitute the engine of export growth since LA agriculture was supposed to have comparative advantages.
Their decisions in terms of what to produce domestically and what to import, were made considering the
multinational as a whole, rather than focusing on attaining technological independence in the host countries.
Amsden , pp. This special condition, argued Prebisch, was ignored by dominant mainstream or heterodox
economic theories. Only an imbalance in the Balance of Payment would consider the argument of price
differentials and would reduce import permits, reflecting the import income-demand elasticity and
price-demand inelasticity. Consequently, the traditional sectors includes divisions from 1 to 6 and 7 to 19 that
dominated the pre-ISI model were not subject to subsidies or to efforts to increase their productivity.


